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- Consistent growth of internet usage drives demand for higher bandwidth on fiber optical networks [ITU22]
- Increase capacity of existing infrastructure
- **Probabilistic shaping** achieves up to 1.53 dB shaping gain over uniformly distributed channel input symbols [FW89,KP93]
- **Our contribution:** A practical implementation of a probabilistic shaping algorithm for research and development
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What are the Challenges of Probabilistic Shaping?

- Continuous channel input is not feasible with current systems
- Adjust probabilities of discrete modulation symbols
- Data bits follow a uniform distribution
- Incorporate forward error correction (FEC) to protect transmission
  - Probabilistic amplitude shaping (PAS) architecture [BS15] transmits parity information in the signs
  - Shaping only necessary for the amplitudes
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How ESS Works

- Multiple probabilistic shaping algorithms exist:
  - Constant composition distribution matching [SB16]
  - Laroia’s algorithms in [LF94]

- Enumerative sphere shaping (ESS) algorithm published in [WW93]

- Works on sequences of bits / amplitudes

- **Idea:** Reach AWGN capacity by using an energy efficient data representation

- Used amplitude sequences have minimal average energy

- **Relevant parameters:** Energy threshold $E_{\text{max}}$, amplitude sequence length $N$, and modulation order $M$
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Amplitude sequence is a path through the trellis

Each transition is an amplitude $\in A = \{1, 3, 5, 7\}$

Each node represents a number of amplitudes $n$ and their total energy $e$

Size of the trellis limits sequence energy

Value of a node $T^n_e$ is the number of possible continuations
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**ESS Trellis Construction**

![Trellis Diagram]

- $T^n_e$ represents the energy of the $n$th node.
- The diagram shows transitions from one node to another, representing amplitude sequences.
- Each node is labeled with its total energy and node number.
- The trellis diagram illustrates the structure of the sequence energy with transitions labeled by amplitudes from the set $A = \{1, 3, 5, 7\}$.
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What is RSESS?

- **RSESS**: Rust library implementing **ESS** (and Optimum ESS [cc22])
- Implements encoding, decoding as well as multiple utility functions
- **PyRSESS** is a Python binding for the full scope of RSESS
- Published to crates.io, pypi.org, and github.com
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- Tested on a 4-core Intel Core i7-7700 (2017)

![Graph showing run time and memory usage vs amplitude sequence length]
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Results on AWGN channel with RSESS

Reference results in [CC22]
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